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of this well planned extravaganza. The backdrops, props, programs, 
tickets, orchestration and hundreds of other ingredients that make 
up a fine musical, were handled in a professional manner. "My Fair 
Lady" was put on with an excellence which again revealed why our 
Drama and Music Departments are tops. 

It will certainly be a long timebefore participants and spectators 
alike, get over the impact "My Fair Lady" has left on us. 

Feverish epidemic hits Seahohn -300' 

perennial disease is slowly beginning to creep over 700 in-
habitants of Seaholm High School. The force of the peculiar 
illness is unstoppable. 
Teachers cringe, administrators turn pale and Mr. Wallendorf 

breaks out in a cold sweat just thinking about the effects. 
Recognition of the symtpoms is an easy task. The students be-

comes unusually antsy. He appears to experience partial losses of 
hearing, notably when the bells ring. The individual is drained 
of energy and often= tends to sleep in class (if he is in class at all). 

Which brings us to the last characteristic of a hopelessly 
diseased student—forgetfulness. The student may totally forget to 
go to class or, worse yet, to come to school at all.' 

People have come to freer to this nameless epidemic as "Senior-
tis." 

Senioritis seems to be a combination of the boredom of school 
and the anticipation of freedom. Seniors alone are smitten by the 
bug because their whole future lies temptingly within reach. 

Egy now, most seniors know pretty much what direction they are 
going in, whether it be work or college. This leaves the last marking, 
period with no real purpose but to serve out the sentence. 

Since many have free time (or make free time), some traditional 
pastimes are observed. These include: throwing frisbees, lying in 
the sun, enjoying liquid lunches, cruising or simply vegetating. In 
general, anything but school. 

Unfortunately, Mr. Wallendorf and others, the only cure of 
"senioritis" is time. 

Specifically, grudging through 25 more school days. 

Congratulations in the highest degree is lavished on the cast, 
crews and directors of the Broadway-like production, "My Fair 
Lady." The crowds which packed the Wagner Auditorium for the 
five nights never ceased to be amazed by the beauty and perfect 
execution of scenes. It was truly fascinating to watch the clockwork 
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Test your musical knowledge 
contemporary to jazz to rock 
1. Who played Bass guitar with Jimi Hendrix alter the "Experience" 
broke up? A. Noel Redding, B. Billy Cpx, C. John Paul Jones. 
2. Who wrote "Whammer-Jammer?" A. J. Geils, B. Magic Dick, 
C. Juke-Joint Jimmy. 
3. Who immortalized "Highway 61?" A. Bob Dylan, B. Eire Apparent, 
C. Eric Clapton. 
4. What group wrote and preformed "Hamblin' Man? 	A. Bob Dylan, 
B. Allman Btorhers, C. Nitty Gritty Dirt Band. 
5. Who plays drums, for "The Who?" A. Carl Palmer, B. John Ent-
wistle, C. Keith Moon. 
6. What famous keyboard player broke up with "Yes?" A. Rick 
Wakeman, B. Charles Munson, C. Terry Melcher. 
7. Who was the first white band to record on Motown records? A. Rare 
Earth, B. David Bowie, C. Average White Band. 
8. Who wrote "Sunshine of your Love?" A. Eric Clapton, B. Mylon 
Zalenki, C. Fred. Allen. 
9. Which of the three choices were one of the first all female rock 
groups? A. Heart, B. The Move, C. Joy of Cooking. 
10. Who originally wrote "Johnny B. Goode?" A. Johnny Winter, 
B. Chuck Berry, C. Jimi Hendrix. 
11. Who wrote "Riders on the Storm?" A. Led Zepplin, B. Allman 
Brothers, C. The Doors. 
12, Who originally played "Wild Thing?" A. The Troggs, B. The 
Doors, C. The Yardbirds. 
13. Which Beatles Album was associated with the Manson Murders? 
A. Seargant Peppers, B. Abbey Raod, C. "White Album." 
14. Who plays keyboards for Uriah Beep? A. Edgar Winter, B. Ken 
Hensley, C. Elton John.. 
15. For all those that missed the first 14, here is one for you.Who 
plays lead guitar for Peter Frampton? A. Peter Frampton, B. Frank 
Sinatra, C. Mao-Tse-Tung. 
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School Affairs 

BUNA general assembly filled with color, pageantry 
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and kidnapping 

T • he Birmingham United 
Nations 	Association 
(BUNA) held its gala 
general assembly April 

8 and 9 in the Seaholm gym. 
This year's proposals con-

cerning multi-nationals, Zion-
ism, pollution, law of the sea 
and nuclear proliferation were 
hotly discussed by many 
knowledgable delegates. The 
only proposal which was finally 
passed was an emergency issue 
concerning U.S. grain sales to 
a draught plaugued Russia. 
The amended emergency pro-
posal passed just minutes before 
the session ended. 

Order was kept through the 
use of parliamentary procedure. 
For the most part, business ran 
slowly, but with little difficulty. 

Don Lawless, Secretary Gen-
eral, felt that the BUNA activi-
ties moved smoothly. "Overall, 
I think everything went well. 
We had a lot of good proposals 
and many good speeches and 
amendments." 

Trouble though, marred the 
events on Friday morning. 
Three times in close to two 
hours, the gesembly was dis- 

fic•ted by unruly groups of 
students. The mobs were ap-
parently attempting to "kidnap 
an officer." BUNA security 
officers dispersed them. Sur-
prisingly, no one was hurt in 
the meelees, which caused the 
school administration to close 
the spectators gallery for the 
remainder of the session. 

The Secretary General 
deplored the disturbances. 
"I was disappointed about the  

unconcerned, attitudes of some 
of the students along the lines 
of 'kidnapping.' I hope that 
actions like this will never 
happen again." 

Among this year's BUNA 
activities was the choosing of 
the best delegates and the elec-
tion of officers for 1977. George 
Quinn (West Germany), Keith 
Jarrin (Bhutan) and Dave Walters 
(USSR) were chosen best dele-
gates. 

Officers for BUNA 1977 are 
George Quinn, Secretary Gener-
al; Tom Proctor, President; 
Charlie Peck, Treasurer; and 
Secretaries Vicky Seyferth and 
Marlene Green. 

Don Lawless extends his 
thanks to officers, faculty and 
administration, and especially 
to Mr. O'Donnell for help and 
understanding. 

Cathy Frost 

Sally Hatisen Rob Warden 

SPECIAL $5.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT WHEN YOU RENT YOUR 
TUX AT GINGISS FORMALWEAR FOR THE PROM. 

And, when you stop in, you'll find one of the largest selections of tuxedos, dinner jackets, and 
fancy fortnal shirts. Pictured are just a few of the styles to choose from. 

Por personalized service, a huge selection and a great fit . . . STOP IN AT 

gingiss FORMALWEAR 
CENTER 

ON WOODWARD AVENUE 
2 BLKS. SOUTH OF 14 MILE ROAD 

Phone: 576-1206 



'Representing Singapore at BUNA is Marty Longe. 

US& delegates were Tom Maentz and Dan Doctorofl. 

Mark Rosenberg and Mark 
Doctoroff work. 
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Treat that 

Special J-Hop Date 

to a Corsage from 

PARMENTER'S 
178 E. Brown Birmingham 

644-9340 

White Orchids 

2 Cymbidium Orchids 

Rose Corsages 

Carnation Corsages 

Boutonnieres 

When You Order 

That Corsage 

ORDER EARLY! 

J-Hop is May 21 

Learn To Drive 

METHOD 
DRIVING SCHOOL 

NEARBY CLASSES. 
"APPROVED" 

COURSE FOR TEENS 
547-4105 — 643-6060 
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Hobbies 

water sport. The thrill 
ailing is an exciting 

of sailing a boat in a 
Fresh breeze attracts 

thousands of people to sea 
shores, lakes, and rivers in all 
parts of the world. 

In order for one to be complete 
in his sailing abilities, he must 
learn a certain vocabulary in 
order to be able to communicate 
directions to others helping him 
on his craft. Each part of the 
sailboat has a special name. The 
main parts of a sailboat include 
the hull, the spars, and the 
rigging of the sails. The hull is 
the body of the sailboat. The 
front of the hull is called the 
bow and the rear is called the 
stern. A crewman steers the 
boat with the rudder, a flattpiece 
of metal or wood that extends 
vertically into the water near 
the stern of the boat. 

Spars are the poles that 
support the sails. They include 
masts, booms and gaffs. Masts 
are the upright poles which hold 
the sail. Booms and Gaffs are 
the poles that extend at right 
angles to the mast and hold the 
sail straight out. 

The main sail, or largest sail 
on a sailboat, is fastened to the 
mainmast. A smaller triangular 

Y.M.C.A. 
Driver 

Education 

STATE APPROVED 
Boys and Girls 

15, 16, 17 yrs. old 
Tue. , Wed., Thur. 

6:30-8:30 
41/2  Week Course 

Classes Start: 

Every five weeks 

NO RANGE DRIVING 

Call now- 644-9036 

sail in front of the mainmast is 
called a jib.There are many other 
names for sails but these two are 
the most common of all. 

The rigging includes the 
lines or ropes, used on a sail 
boat. Standing rigging is per-
manent and supports the mast. 
Running rigging consists of the 
lines used to adjust the sails 
and booms. 

There are three basic sailing 
maneuvers: sailing into the wind, 
sailing across the wind and 
sailing before the wind. 

A boat with no means of 
control will travel straight 
down wind, or in the direction 
toward which the wind is blowing. 
Using a rudder is -the first step 
in controlling a boat. With the 
rudder the bow of the boat can be 
pointed in the desired direction. 
The rudder alone is not enough 
to control the craft. A center-
board is required to prevent the 
boat from slidina sideways. This 
is a board made, usually of wood 
which protrudes vertically through 
the center o the boat approxi-
mately j..wo feet into the water. 

Sailing into the wind is called 
tacking to windward. No boat 
can sail directly into the wind. 
If it does. so  the sail plops like 
n flag and becomes useless. But 
a boat can sail u ward tackin 

STEVE PETIX 
formal wear 

for all occasions 

RENTAL 	 & SALES 

DETROIT 862-4517 
TROY 524-1166 

BIRMINGHAM 645-5`)60 
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or following a zig-zig course. In 
general the sailboat can head to 
within 45 degrees of the direction 
from which the wind is blowing 
before its sail starts to flap and 
lose its driving force. 

Sailing across the wind, or 
with the wind abeam is called 
reaching. Sailboats .can usually 
move faster when sailing across 
the wind than in any other 
direction. Some light sailboats 
can move fast enough in a good 
breeze to lift out of the water 
and plane on the surface like a 
motorboat. This planing affect 
gives the sailor the impression 
that he is traveling faster than 
he truly, is. 

Sailing before the wind is  

called running. Contrary to what 
might be expected., running is not 
as fast as reaching or sailing 
windward. In running, the.sail is 
simply pushed along by the wind 
and makes its own resistance at 
at the same time. 

These are the basic skills 
that are used in the sport of 
sailing. They must be practiced 
over and over again to perfect 
them. Much can be learned simply 
by going out and getting the feel 
of the boat along with the dif-
ferent techniques described. When 
one has mastered these tech-
niques he can sit back and 
enjoy the beautifal.scenery and 
relaxation tha t 	accompanies 
the sport. 

—Tim Berg 

Bitterle's 
Marathon Service 

1712 Maple 644-0225 

Heathful summertime hobby begins to set sail; 
Seaholmites find water sport a pleasureful thrill 

Photo by Alex Moy 
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Music 

Sparks gain fame 
parks, started out in the 
late 60's, only their 
name then was Half 
Nelson. The two main 

members of the band are Ron 
Mael with the Chaplin/Hitler 
moustache and the large piano 
pounding hands and his brother 
Russel Mael singing the high 
pitched vocals. 

The band consists of two 
guitarists, Trebor White and 
Adrian Fisher; Jan Hampton on 
Bass; Dinky Diamond on drums 
and of course Ron on keyboards 
and Russel singing vocals. 
Their first album on the Islnad 
"Kimono My House," did 
extremely well. About the same 
time this album came out they 
were in L.A. for a promotional 
Visit and during their week stay 
they did three major network 
T.V. shows, In Concert, 
Midnight Spebial and Rock 
Concert Their next album was 
called "Propaganda," it did 
even better. Their newest 
album just recently released with 
Sparks third producer is called 
"A Great Day for Aut91Racing" 

Album is a hit 
orn to Run" is Bruce 
Springsteen's 	third 
album and in my opinion 
his best effort. Taking 

almost two years to complete, 

"Born.,  to Run" mingles hard 
"street" lyrics, with great Bo 
Didley riffs, and other 50's and 
rhythm and blues music, to make 
a sound all its own. The diversity 
of his instruments and the unique 
blending of saxaphone, piano, 
bass, and lead guitars. and 
exploding drums, topped off by 
his raspy, emotion-filled voice, 
makes for an exciting album. 

The theme of "Born to Run" 
is present in all the songs: 
"Born to Run," "Night," 
"Thunderoad," and "She's the 
One," express the "rebel without 
a cause" feeling, accentuated b) 
pure rock'n'roll music. It is the 
constant story of a guy on the 
road, running with his girl to 
find something better in life. 
Springsteen expresses this idea 
best when he sings:i "Baby this 
town rips the' bones from your 
back/It's a death trap/It's a 
suicide rap/We gotta get out 
while we're young/'Cause tramps 
like us, baby we were born to 
run." 

The "jungle," street life, 
which he experienced himself,  

is depicted in "Backstreets," 
"Meeting Across the River," 
"Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out," and 
"Jungleland." In "Jungleland" 
he makes things clear when he 
sings: "The street is alive/As 
secret debts are made/Contracts  

are made/They vanish unseen/ 
Kids flash guitars just like 
switchblades/Hustling for the 
record machine." 

"Born to Run" makes you 
want to jump up and dance, or 
sit down and think. ;he music is  

milked 	from 	the instruments 
superbly, by musicians with 
great style. Springsteen is 
heading to the top of the "rock 
pile," and with his talent he will 
stay there for a long time. 

—Lisa Meeske 
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